
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ 

1.) ---- the eminent Victorian biologist Thomas 
Huxley, the great sea fisheries were 
inexhaustible. 
 

A) In accord with B) In view of 
C) With regard to D) According to  
E) In the case of 
 
2.) She needs a change; she should take a 
holiday; but she pretending ---- she can’t 
afford one. 

A) that  B) if  C) whereas 
D) as ever E) that is 
 
3.) Structural unemployment has often been 
associated with technological unemployment, ---
-, unemployment result-ing from the increased 
use of laboursaving machines. 
 

A) So as  B) so far  C) that is 
D) what's more E) even so 

4.) Relations between China and Tibet just may 
be on the improve, but little has yet been said 
about it by ---- side. 
 

A) neither          B) either           C) each 
D) both             E) some 

5.) A narrative essay is a non-fiction 
composition ---- the writer explores the subject 
by telling a story. 
 

A) in which B) which   C) where 
D) whose E) when 

6.) The US dollar's slide may continue, but---- 
handled carefully it might not harm the world 
economy. 
 

A) until  B) whether C) though 
D) if  E) whereas 
 
7.) Romanesque architecture, which prevailed 
throughout Europe from the mid-1Oth to the
 13th century, is based upon an art 
which developed from ---- of the Romans. 

 
A) that  B) those          C) the one 
D) most  E) such 
 
8.) The hard truth is that money alone, ---- form it 
takes, is unlikely to solve Germany's 
demographic problems. 

 
A) which  B) what  C) however 
D) whatever E) whoever 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
9.) The British workforce works longer hours 
than most of its European counterparts, ---- 
productivity is not improved as a result. 
 

A) so  B) therefore C) since 
D) as  E) yet 
 
10.) Strategists argue that today's armed forces 
should be prepared for multiple but smallish 
expeditionary operations in remote anddisparate 
places, ---- for just one big conflagration. 

 
A) as soon as B) than ever C) most of all 
D) rather than E) more often 
 
11.) ---- demand grows for graduate business 
degrees, schools are offering their students 
more options regarding the length and content 
of their programmes. 

 
A) If   B) As   C) Unless 
D) Once  E) Whenever 
 
12.) For more than a decade, economists have 
maintained ---- the dollar was too expensive and 
its devaluation was unavoidable. 

 
A) whereas  B) because  C) that 
D) since  E) as 
 
13.) Designed as a palace and fortress for the 
Moorish monarchs of Granada, the Alhambra is 
surrounded by a heavily fortified wall ---- a mile 
in perimetre. 
 

A) except for  B) apart from  C) just as 
D) so long as  E) more than 
 
14.) In Renaissance England, though the 
European influence was strong ---- poetry was 
concerned, the native drama continued to 
develop and gain popularity. 

 
A) as well as  B) in that  C) so that 
D) as far as  E) in case 
 
15.) The Symbolists explored the subtle changes 
in the human psyche and conveyed them 
through symbol and metaphor ---- by direct 
statement. 

 
A) including   B) rather than 
C) not so much as  D) such as 
E) as if 

16.) She can have the job ---- she is willing to 
work on Saturdays. 

 
A) apart from  B) owing to  C) except 
D) provided  E) whereas 

 
 



 

 

17.) Middle children are obviously affected by 
the fact that they never have their parents’ 
attention all to ----. 

 
A) themselves  B) each  C) itself 
D) one another E) each other 
 
18.) Today virtually all country and suburban 
weeklies and small dailies are produced by 
offset lithography, a procedure ---- photographs 
can be reproduced inexpensively. 

 
A) why   B) that   C) which 
D) whether  E) by which 
 
19.) The belief that anyone can aspire to 
anything is ---- America’s greatest gifts to the 
world. 
 

A) as much as  B) some of  C) one of 
D) another  E) the other 

20.) Children can benefit from their experiences -
--- they retain information from these 
experiences over time. 

 
A) that   B) even though    C) so long as 
D) so  E) while 
 
21.) ---- fiction gives something more than 
pleasure, it hardly justifies itself as a subject of 
study. 
 

A) Because  B) Unless C) When  
D) If  E) After 
 
22.) ---- the average education level of the 
women in the United States is higher than that of 
their male counterparts, they are highly 
concentrated in underpaid and menial jobs. 

 
A) Although  B) Now that C) Until  
D) As if  E) In case 
 
23.) Despite the passage of a decade since its 
opening, the Maritime Museum in Istanbul 
remains undeservedly little-known today ---- a 
lack of publicity. 

 
A) instead of   B) in spite of 
C) contrary to   D) as to 
E) owing to 
 
24.) ---- in France, where it was a pleasure 
strictly limited to the aristocracy, in the British 
Isles drinking chocolate was made available to 
the middle classes from the outset. 

 
A) Except  B) Rather C) Unlike  
D) Just as E) Besides 
 
 

 

 

25.) Perfectionism constricts people just when 
the fast-moving world requires more flexibility, 
and ----, it turns them into success slaves. 

 
A) consequently             B) nevertheless 
C) still              D) however 
E) contrarily 
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